
                                             Fall trends for women 2020 
 

The pandemic is leaving the world gradually and everyone is ready to take their fresh 

start so as the fashion world is. Last week, an online fashion show in New York 

marked the beginning of fall trends 2020. No doubt there was a difference between 

this year's show and the previous year’s shows but still there was a great joy for the 

new sartorial season.  

As compared to summer, winter is the season to welcome a new generation of outfit 

ideas from modernized outwears to long blazers, from sweater dresses to snug knits, 

and a lot other to make yourself comfortable and fashionable at the same time. There 

are many ways for getting inspired for fall 2020 whether it's coming from a fashion 

show, or a celebrity style, or a movie you had watched during quarantine. 

 

If you are feeling that it’s time to fill up your wardrobe with some new casual trends 

for this fall then here is some new  fall 2020 trends spotted at different fashion weeks 

in different fashion capitals. From fresh tailoring to classic pieces there is a lot of 

looks for everyone's casual styles. So get ready to modify your closet with some new 

trendy looks around the globe. 

 

Fall collection is ready to hit the stores. Leather blazers, Blanket dressing, and 

Patchwork outerwear are in trend this season by offering a comfy and modernized 

look. Besides these trends we will also discuss some other trends that got admired by 

fashionistas in different fashion weeks. 

 

Leather blazer: Whenever we talk about fall dressing, leather blazers are considered 

as staple. This year a huge collection of leather blazers were exhibited in different 

styles at Stockholm fashion week. The good thing about leather blazer is that they 

can be worn as a single piece suit or with a combination of midcalf boots and shorts 

or with slouchy trousers for a full easy day. 

Lather iteration is amazingly affordable, casual and versatile and can be used wither 

you are going on a dinner date or for a trip to the departmental store. 

 

Patchwork outerwear: Rosie lee Tompkins exhibited his remarkable quilts at 

Berkely art museum and everyone got obsessed with all patchwork, use of colors, 

assemblage of material, and incredible designing. Patchwork art was also exhibited in 

many other fashion weeks and would be in great trend this year by giving a 

modernized and rough look. 

 

Lightweight sweaters: Due to work from home trends lightweight sweaters have 

been seen in trends this year by giving a comfortable yet fashionable look. Polished 



enough to get yourself admired by your coworkers and comfortable enough that you 

can wear them all day easily. Polos, Cardigans, Sweatervests, and pullovers will grab 

attention and will be a closet staple for this year. 

 

Puffer piece: Puffer piece is the perfect outwear giving you warmth and style, 

inspired by the runways of Dior and Parada. You can choose cinched waists, deep 

side pockets,            or traditional zippers that will help you to tackle the temperature 

with style. 

 

Velvet Underground: Winters most loved fabric exhibited on runways by Valentino 

and Channel this year with long-sleeve, lower leg brushing dresses and off-the-

shoulder shifts. Inject sentiments in your outfit by pairing up with long leg pants with 

combat boots or with kitten heels. 

 

Better Than Bodycon: Whether its summer or winter, shape-forming dresses are 

always utmost priority for females. They can be calf-length styles or raised fabrics 

and knee. These body dresses can be worn with boyish overcoats or you can wear 

them one on one. 

 

Eco-friendly dresses: Environment safety issue is getting its hype in the fashion 

world also. Fashionistas are loving eco-friendly dresses. Marine Serre got her fame 

from eco-friendly dresses. In New York fashion week a huge collection of eco-

friendly dresses were exhibited and people loved those recycled dresses. 

 

Oversized and voluminous coats: Oversized and voluminous coats are a very good 

choice to fill up your wardrobe. Versace gave us a couple of various larger than 

average coats, the greater part of them dependent on a more voluminous overcoat 

plan, with more extensive shoulders that gave the fashionistas an amazing impact 

rather than simply gobbling them up. What we enjoyed is that to switch things up, a 

couple of these coats were styled open and free while others were styled with a belt at 

the midsection to secure things in. 

 

Snoods: Snoods were everywhere on the ramp this year from Paco Rabbane showing 

medieval times to Michael kors representing knitted hoddies. So far this fall snoods is 

a good choice to fill your wardrobe. 

 

Fringe: The adorned trim was given a raised touch on the runway this season. Rather 

than being made for the boho swarm, we have seen stylish office skirts by Christian 

Dior, evening blazers by Bottega Veneta, and more fashioners cutting their outfits 

with long carwash periphery. 



 

Prep: The previous fall, it was about Western-motivated vibes, however this year, 

we're bringing a transformation into the universe of preppiness. Think: stripes and 

lots of fittings. Fundamentally, if Blair Waldorf would have worn it, you can also. 

 

Victorian necklines: This year in every fashion week designers are exhibiting some 

different types of outfits that can be casual, trendy, and comfortable at the same time 

and victorian necklines are one of them. High necks with a rare combination of 

ribbons are in trend for this fall collection so fill your wardrobe with some victorian 

necklines to give yourself a modern yet comfortable look. 

 

Punks: Punks were used in the '80s and '90s as staple outfits and are coming in trend 

again and seen in most fashion weeks for fall collection2020. Although punks are not 

a bad choice if worn with a pair of sleeper heels. Edgy and dark pleated skirts with 

pants can surely help you to be the coolest girl in the town. 

 

Fashion is no more bounded to suits and overdresses. In the modern era, when an 

individual's preferences are changing everyone prefers to have some fantabulous 

combinations of comfort and fashion. These are some most in fashion trends for  Fall 

2020. So make yourself comfortable and trendy by filling your wardrobe with these 

wears.  

 

 

 


